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Circular Solutions & Business Models   

 

 

Re-use gaining in popularity with Luxembourg consumers 

A survey of more than 1,000 households in Luxembourg has found that half of respondents 

have either purchased or are using a second-hand item. Clothes, footwear and accessories 

are top of the list for re-use, followed by furniture, electrical appliances and electronic goods, 

according to the Environment Agency study. Another survey of 8,000 consumers by 

Capgemini indicates that up to 72% are keen to support circularity, but companies need to 

respond better to their expectations. Purchasing more durable products (72%), reducing 

overall consumption (54%) and maintaining and repairing goods to extend their life (70%) 

were the most favoured circular practices, but respondents cited a lack of information from 

companies about products as well as the cost as barriers. 

Best source: Emwelt.lu  

See also: Cap Gemini  
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Finland showcases circular businesses including Everything-as-a-Service 

firms 

The Finnish government agency for innovation has published a list of the country’s 41 most 

interesting circular companies, featuring a variety of Everything-as-a-Service (XaaS) firms, 

along with businesses offering sustainable alternatives to plastic, reconditioning of 

mechanical parts and the recycling and re-use of food, textiles and construction materials. 

The XaaS offerings range from factory production capacity and clothing to compressed air 

and workwear. 

Best source: Sitra  

Renault plans second recycling plant in Spain for electric vehicles 

Renault is to construct a recycling facility in Seville next year to handle components of its 

electric vehicles, following the example of its first so-called ReFactory at Flins in France. The 

progressive scaling up of operations at the 5,000-square-metre plant between 2022 and 

2024 will enable the reconditioning of up to 10,000 electric vehicles a year. The facility will 

also handle repair and second-life re-use of car batteries, and both production and recycling 

of gearboxes for the carmaker's hybrid vehicles. 

Best source: electrive.com  

See also: Renault  

3D printer manufacturer to offer take-back programme 

Roboze, a 3D printer and materials manufacturer based in Italy and the US, is launching a 

circular economy programme in January to take back waste material created during the 

printing process and any 3D printed parts that have reached end of life. The materials will be 

recycled and made available for purchase at a much lower cost than the original products. 

Best source: 3dprint.com  

See also: Roboze  
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Innovation & Technology   

 

 

Luxembourg partners working to cut emissions from asphalt 

The Luxembourg Institute of Science and Technology is helping domestic roadbuilding 

company Karp-Kneip to reduce the carbon footprint of its asphalt. LIST has carried out a life-

cycle analysis to identify the main components of carbon emissions and to examine how 

changes such as the use of recycled material or lower preparation temperatures could be 

introduced. The analysis has found that a 40% increase in recycled content can reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions by between 17% and 30%, while emission reductions of 7% to 

11% can be achieved by lowering the application temperature by 20°C. 

Best source: Info Green  

Blockchain company to offer digital twin platform for circular economy 

Mattereum, a London-based company providing blockchain services for the trading of 

physical assets such as fine art, is making its technology available for the circular economy, 

by enabling users to document any goods, check their authenticity and preserve their value. 

Physical items will receive the equivalent of a digital passport, or ‘digital twin’, which can be 

used securely on a trading platform, keeping goods in circulation for longer. The company 

has hosted a series of events at the COP26 climate conference in Glasgow. 

Best source: Business Wire  

See also: Mattereum  

Honeywell proclaims revolution in plastics recycling 

Honeywell says it has developed a revolutionary plastic recycling technology that will expand 

the range of material that can be processed into feedstock for new plastic. Its UpCycle 

Process Technology uses molecular conversion, pyrolysis and contaminant management to 

handle plastics that are hard to recycle, notably coloured, flexible and multi-layered 

packaging and polystyrene. Combined with chemical and mechanical processes, along with 

improvements to collection and sorting, Upcycle could make 90% of plastic waste 

https://vitalbriefing.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=4ef89e2e9d2c8e904085cc1bb&id=eb8b7d69e1&e=2cb34c67bb
https://vitalbriefing.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=4ef89e2e9d2c8e904085cc1bb&id=99ec069bc9&e=2cb34c67bb
https://vitalbriefing.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=4ef89e2e9d2c8e904085cc1bb&id=959cacff01&e=2cb34c67bb
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recyclable, the company says. The first plant to use the technology will be a joint venture in 

Andalusia with Spanish engineering firm Sacyr, which aims to transform 30,000 tonnes of 

mixed plastic waste into feedstock a year starting in 2023. 

Best source: Cision  

Geospatial technology boosting circular economy by extending land and 

resources data 

Geospatial technology is playing a part in the circular economy by providing people with 

information about their land and environment, according to presentations at the Geospatial 

World Forum in Amsterdam. Technology for documenting land and resource rights helps to 

build more sustainable communities, says Amy Coughenour Betancourt, CEO of the 

Cadasta Foundation, who argues that no circular economy or bio-economy can exist without 

the sustainable and equitable use of land and natural resources. She says a lack security of 

land tenure impacts people’s ability to make changes such as moving towards regenerative 

agriculture. 

Best source: GeoSpatial World  

See also: Cadasta  

Retailers turn to technology for circularity programmes in UK 

Major UK retailers are using technology to encourage the re-use, recycling and take-back of 

goods ranging from beauty product packaging to electronic devices. Health and beauty 

retailer Boots is offering a Scan2Recycle service at 700 stores, where customers can scan 

and return empty items using a QR code and receive loyalty points. The Co-op supermarket 

chain has partnered with Spring, a recycle, re-use and repair start-up, to launch a network of 

collection pods at its stores for old mobile phones, smart watches and tablets, with 

consumers receiving payment a few days later. Blockchain technology is being deployed in 

Costa Coffee’s trial at 14 Glasgow outlets of a reusable metal cup, with each transaction 

involving the cup – and its digital twin - recorded on the blockchain using a QR code tag 

scanned in-store. Tracking enables consumers to pick up a coffee in one store, drop off the 

empty cup in another, and pick up a new one, eliminating single-use coffee cups, of which 

an estimated 2.5 billion are used in the UK every year. 

Best source: Computer Weekly  

See also: Austella.com  
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Public Policy & Regulation   

 

 

European Commission urged to act to curb textile waste 

Eleven countries are calling on the European Commission to be ambitious in tackling textile 

waste in its forthcoming strategy proposal for the industry. In a joint paper, the group calls for 

measures to make the sector more sustainable; European consumers currently buy 26 kilos 

of textiles a year and discard 11 kilos due to fast-fashion tendencies. The paper, signed by 

Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, 

Norway, Spain and Sweden, proposes measures such as recycled content requirements 

and avoiding destruction of unsold stock. 

Best source: Euractiv  

Swiss parliamentary committee backs circularity amendments to 

environmental legislation 

The environment, planning and energy committee of Switzerland's lower house of parliament 

has endorsed measures to encourage the circular economy in the country’s environmental 

legislation, by reducing waste and supporting re-use, repair and recycling. The measures 

include a liberalisation of household waste collection, more demanding requirements for 

product and packaging design, and encouraging more environment-friendly choices in the 

construction sector such as low-carbon concrete, locally-grown sustainable wood and 

recycled material. 

Best source: Le Matin (in French) 

See also: Le Nouvelliste (in French) 
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Funding & Investment   

 

 

Estonian equipment rental platform secures new funding 

Fairown, an Estonian start-up that has created a goods rental platform, has raised €4.2m in 

a second funding round. The platform enables a range of businesses to offer IT equipment, 

consumer electronics and power tools on a monthly subscription basis, as an alternative to 

purchase and ownership. It also supports the product renewal cycle by collecting and 

utilising old equipment. Already operating in eight markets across the Baltic and Nordic 

states, Fairown will use the new funding to expand into Germany and Poland. 

Best source: EU-Startups  

Construction products marketplace receives cash injection 

StockPro, a French company that has developed a platform for making unused building 

materials available for sale, has raised €4m in a funding round. An estimated 22 million 

tonnes of new materials and tools worth €5bn are discarded every year on building sites in 

France. The StockPro platform enables construction firms to sell surplus tools and material 

at low cost, at first to other builders and subsequently also to DIY enthusiasts in the general 

public. 

Best source: Zepros  

See also: Stockpro  

European impact fund expands capacity to finance start-ups 

Dutch-based investment fund Rubio Impact Ventures has raised €110m in a second 

financing round with the aim of supporting more than 30 new businesses in the areas of 

circular solutions, people power and healthy living. The company, which  previously invested 

in 11 start-ups, says the latest funding round exceeded its initial target by 40% and means it 

is now managing €150m in impact capital. 

Best source: Innovatorsmag  

See also: Rubio  
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Outreach & Training   

 

 

Luxembourg making steady progress towards circularity: Chamber of 

Commerce survey 

Companies in Luxembourg are gradually embracing the circular economy, with 32% of them 

already integrating this approach in their business models or planning to do so, according to 

a survey by the Luxembourg Chamber of Commerce, while a further 17% are willing to look 

into circularity. The three main drivers of interest are a desire to optimise resource use and 

make savings (65%), responding to the challenges of climate change and energy demand 

(63%), and meeting customers' new expectations (56%). The main results of the survey and 

a publication on 'The circular economy in Luxembourg: moving from theory to practice' will 

be presented at an event at the Luxembourg Chamber of Commerce Conference Center on 

November 30. 

Best source: CC Luxembourg  

See also: CC Luxembourg  

Circular economy on the agenda at COP26 in Glasgow 

The COP26 climate conference in Glasgow provided an opportunity to showcase the circular 

economy in a range of daily sessions and panel talks. The Ellen MacArthur Foundation 

hosted or provided speakers at events, with other participants including representatives from 

the European Circular Economy Stakeholder Platform, leading investment firms including 

BlackRock and Morgan Stanley, and brands such as PepsiCo, Nike and Ikea as well as 

regional bodies. 

Best source: Ellen MacArthur Foundation  

Showcase house for circularity opens in Switzerland 

A model house showcasing the circular economy has been constructed at Feldbach near 

Zurich, illustrating resource use, recycling and energy efficiency in practice. The components 

are a combination of nature-based materials, such as clay and wood, and second-hand 

https://vitalbriefing.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=4ef89e2e9d2c8e904085cc1bb&id=72ce714fb4&e=2cb34c67bb
https://vitalbriefing.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=4ef89e2e9d2c8e904085cc1bb&id=d1974d6e1e&e=2cb34c67bb
https://vitalbriefing.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=4ef89e2e9d2c8e904085cc1bb&id=6a83aebc49&e=2cb34c67bb
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items including windows. Surplus energy from solar panels is stored in second-life batteries, 

while lightly polluted water is treated and re-used within the building. The KREIS-Haus is 

available for visits, workshops and overnight stays. 

Best source: ZHAW  

South Australia set to host circular economy support hub 

Circular360, a global centre of excellence for the circular economy, is being created in 

Adelaide, backed by A$1m in funding from the South Australia government over a three-year 

period. The centre will provide training and education in circularity, recycling and resource 

recovery, focusing on how these practices can benefit the business community. It will also 

seek to bring circular economy investment and research to the area. 

Best source: ALGA  

See also: Circular 360  

Circular economy featured at Infrachain blockchain conference 

A session devoted to the circular economy and blockchain technology featured at the 

Infrachain Summit on November 18, attracting speakers from both the public and private 

sector, as part of a hybrid event that took place simultaneously in Luxembourg, Italy and 

online. Organised by Infrachain, a non-profit organisation based in the grand duchy focused 

on promoting blockchain, the Luxembourg session began with presentations by Suez, 

Chemchain and Empower on their use of the technology in environmental, chemical and 

plastic waste applications. These were followed by a panel discussion including Jérôme 

Petry, a project leader with DG Industry, New Technologies and Research with 

Luxembourg's Ministry of the Economy, who recently presented Luxembourg's circular 

economy strategy at the Taiwan Alliance for Sustainable Supply conference in Taiwan. 

Best source: Infrachain Summit  

See also: Infrachain  

See also: Taiwan Alliance for Sustainable Supply  
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